Opalescent Glazes over Velvet Underglazes

Low Fire Layering

O-23 Sapphire Blue over V-343 Chartreuse
Application Notes

Opalescent glazes are soft, high gloss, low fire float glazes that are formulated to flow and pool in texture. Layer them over a complementary or contrasting underglaze color for an easy way to create a dramatic color effect.

Apply one coat of AMACO® Velvet or LUG underglaze to any Cone 04 bisque fired form that has surface texture. Then apply three coats of an Opalescent glaze. (Allow each coat to dry.) Glaze fire to Cone 05.

(These test tiles were made using AMACO® Textured Slab Molds.)

O-2 Black Tulip over V-390 Bright Orange

O-21 Aquamarine over V-382 Red

O-10 Transparent Pearl over V-343 Chartreuse

O-11 White Clover over V-357 Dark Gray

O-20 Bluebell over V-389 Flame Orange

O-26 Turquoise over V-353 Dark Green

www.opalescents-velvets.com
LEAD FREE LOW FIRE "O" OPALESCENT GLAZES FOR BISQUE

The CL seal restricts this product from children under the age of 13. Older users must follow all cautionary labeling.

For more combinations visit Opalescents-Velvets.com
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CLAY TEXTURE MOLDS

CONFETTI  TRIBAL DIAMOND  GEO/FLORAL 6-PATTERN DESIGN  SANDWAVES

PRE-COLUMBIAN MULTICULTURAL  EAST ASIAN MULTICULTURAL  ISLAMIC MULTICULTURAL  ABORIGINAL MULTICULTURAL

TEXTURED CLAY ROLLERS

VINE/LEAF (4" WIDE)  PRE-COLUMBIAN (4" WIDE)  BAMBOO (4" WIDE)  CHAIN LINK (2 1/2" WIDE)  PRE-COLUMBIAN (2 1/2" WIDE)

TRIBAL (4" WIDE)  KOI FISH (4" WIDE)  DIAMOND (4" WIDE)  CIRCULAR (2 1/2" WIDE)  WAVE DOTS (2 1/2" WIDE)